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MEMATAINE will be an online platform which will
give people access to online history learning
system. On the first level, access to the history of
Georgia.
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Team: MEMATIANE
Contact details

Solution Details
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avtandili.mghebrishvili.1@iliauni.edu.ge

Solution description
On the platform people will move timeline by their fingers. According to the time they choose, on the
map they will see symbols of kings/queens, cities, war scenes and etc. They will tap them and
information about them will arise. They will be tied. Moreover, the platform will have quizes and
competitions on history, in order to make it interactive.

Solution context
The whole platform is about history of Georgia and next - history of the world. It is great solution in
respect of lack of awareness in today's world.

Solution target group
Everybody interested in history.

Solution impact

Solution tweet text
An interactive educational history game platform for people.

Solution innovativeness
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We think that our solution will have a great deal of impact. Nowadays, in Georgia people, especially
school students experience lack of motivation when it comes to studying history. It is natural, due to
Covid and not only. Reading books could be vey boring. With our platform people and especially
students will study interesting historical facts with fun, because it will be a game as well.
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Currently, there is no application or a platform which will be as educational, interactive and fun as
our solution - when it comes to history of Georgia. Therefore, it is very innovative .
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Solution transferability

We can add another subjects. E.G history in antrophological way and etc
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Solution sustainability

It has a potential to develop and become a world history map gam

Solution team work
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Amazing team. love to continue work with them

